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Genre: Adventure
Developer:
Myshkin Entertainment
Release Date: 23 Sep, 2016

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: 500 MHz

Memory: 128 MB RAM

DirectX: V

English,German

Sisyphus Reborn is free to play for everyone, those who liked it can afterwards buy for not even a buck this mini-DLC to
support the developer and also get some additional content. In times where microtransactions are pretty much a necessity in full-
price AAA games, this is just the most fair and honest way to finance a game i've seen by now. A game? What am i talking?
This migth be interactive media, but is far from being "played", it is experienced.. Sisyphus Reborn well where do I start, this
game brought alot of emotion to me. A game were no one speaks and only sounds immitate the voice, many dillusional
characters throughout the game. It took me a small while to understand what was going on, I felt like I was that guy not knowing
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where I was or what I was doing. I highly recommend this game to anyone who needs to connect with their inner-self. Most
people do not read my reviews, but if you are then thank you. I might not make much sense but I put alot of time and effort into
playing amazing games, just like this one. Now that I own the collectors edition my life is pretty much well complete.. Sisyphus
Reborn well where do I start, this game brought alot of emotion to me. A game were no one speaks and only sounds immitate
the voice, many dillusional characters throughout the game. It took me a small while to understand what was going on, I felt like
I was that guy not knowing where I was or what I was doing. I highly recommend this game to anyone who needs to connect
with their inner-self. Most people do not read my reviews, but if you are then thank you. I might not make much sense but I put
alot of time and effort into playing amazing games, just like this one. Now that I own the collectors edition my life is pretty
much well complete.. Sisyphus Reborn is free to play for everyone, those who liked it can afterwards buy for not even a buck
this mini-DLC to support the developer and also get some additional content. In times where microtransactions are pretty much
a necessity in full-price AAA games, this is just the most fair and honest way to finance a game i've seen by now. A game?
What am i talking? This migth be interactive media, but is far from being "played", it is experienced.. I love this developer. He
was kind enough to give me a beta key for the original game upon asking so it's nice to see him create additional content in
order to fix the issue of not being able to keep the game in my library. I really enjoyed the original game so any additional
content is great for me and a nice way to put some cash in the pocket of a generous, friendly and not to mention talented
developer. Well worth the purchase.. Sisyphus Reborn well where do I start, this game brought alot of emotion to me. A game
were no one speaks and only sounds immitate the voice, many dillusional characters throughout the game. It took me a small
while to understand what was going on, I felt like I was that guy not knowing where I was or what I was doing. I highly
recommend this game to anyone who needs to connect with their inner-self. Most people do not read my reviews, but if you are
then thank you. I might not make much sense but I put alot of time and effort into playing amazing games, just like this one.
Now that I own the collectors edition my life is pretty much well complete.
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